We first consider the case that the graph G is a complete a model for competitive facility location. The game is played k-ary tree. A complete k-ary tree is a natural generalization on a continuous domain, and only two special cases (the 1-of a path which is the discrete analogy of I-dimensional dimensional case and the 1-round case) are well investigated. We introduce the discrete Voronoi game in which the game continuous domain We also mention that complete k-ary arena is given as a graph. We first show the best strategy when trees form a very natural and nontrivial graph class. In [1], the game arena is a large complete k-ary tree. Next we show Ahn et al. showed that the second player B has an advantage that the discrete Voronoi game is intractable in general. Even on a. 1-dimensional continuous domain. In contrast to this in the 1-round case, and the place occupied by the first player fact, we first show that the first player IW has an advantage is fixed, the game is NP-complete in general. We also show that for the discrete Voronoi game on a complete k-ary tree, when
I. INTRODUCTION
2n > k, two players tie if they do their best. The Voronoi game is an idealized model for competiNext, we show computational hardness results for the tive facility location, which was proposed by Ahn, Cheng, discrete Voronoi game. When we admit a general graph as a Cheong, Golin, and Oostrum [1] . The Voronoi game is game arena, the discrete Voronoi game becomes intractable played on a bounded continuous arena by two players. Two even in the following strongly restricted case: the game players 4W (white) and B (black) put n points alternately, and arena is an arbitrary graph, the first player 4W occupies the continuous field is subdivided according to the nearest just one vertex which is predetermined, the second player neighbor rule. At the final step, the player who dominates 1B occupies n vertices in any way. The decision problem the larger area wins.
for the strongly restricted discrete Voronoi game is defined
The Voronoi game is a natural game, but the general case as follows: determine whether 1B has a winning strategy seems to be very hard to analyze from the theoretical point of for given graph G with the occupied vertex by (W. This view. Hence, in [1], Ahn et al. investigated the case that the restricted case seems to be advantageous for B3. However, game field is a bounded 1-dimensional continuous domain. the decision problem is NP-complete. This result is also On the other hand, Cheong, Har-Peled, Linial, and MatouSek quite different from the previously known results in the 2- [2] , and Fekete and Meijer [3] deal with a 2-or higher-or higher-dimensional problem (e.g., 1B can always dominate dimensional case, but they restrict themselves to the one-the fraction 1 + e of the 2-or higher-dimensional domain) round game; first, 'W puts all n points, and next 1B puts all by Cheong et [3] showed that maximizing the area B
In this paper, we introduce the discrete Voronoi game. can claim is NP-hard in the one-round game in which the Two players alternately occupy n vertices on a graph, which given arena is a polygon with holes.
is a bounded discrete arena. (Hence the graph contains at
We also show that the discrete Voronoi game is PSPICeleast 2n vertices.) This restriction seems to be appropriate complete in the general case. This can be seen as a positive since real estates are already bounded in general, and we answer to the conjecture by Fekete and Meijer [3] .
have to build shops in the bounded area. More precisely, the discrete Voronoi game is played on a given finite graph G, Il. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS instead of a bounded continuous arena. Each vertex of G In this section, we formulate the discrete Voronoi game on can be assigned to the nearest vertices occupied by (W or a graph. Let us denote a Voronoi game by VG(G, n), where G 1B according to the nearest neighbor rule. (Hence a vertex is the game arena, and the players play n rounds. Hereafter, can be a "tie" when it has the same distance from a vertex the game arena is an undirected and unweighted simple graph occupied by zW and another vertex occupied by 1B.) Finally, G = (V, E) with N = IVI vertices.
the player who dominates larger area (or a larger number of For each round, the two players, 4W (white) and B (black), vertices) wins. We note that the two players can tie in some alternately occupy an unoccupied vertex on the graph G ('W cases.
always starts the game, as in Chess). This implies that (44 and B cannot occupy a common vertex at any time. Hence
We next turn to a more general case. We call a k-ary tree it is implicitly assumed that the game arena G contains at odd (resp. even) if k is odd (resp. even). Let T be a complete least 2n vertices. k-ary tree as a game arena, N be the number of vertices Let Wi (resp. Bi) be the set of vertices occupied by of T, and H be the height of T. Note that N = k7' I and player lW (resp. fB) at the end of the i-th round. We define H -logk N. 1 Firstly, we show a simple observation for Voronoi games VG(T, n) that satisfy 2n . k. In this game of a few rounds, As mentioned above, a winning strategy is sensitive to 1W occupies the root of T with her first move, and then 'W the relation between k, h, and n. So The keylevel strategy is well-defined in a disand a winning strategy for Kl4W, whenever the game arena T crete Voronoi game VG(T, n), where T is a sufficiently large satisfies 2n < k. complete k-ary tree so that N > 4n2. Fig. 3 ). In cases (2) and (3) In fact, since T iS an even k-ary tree, iB can take the bedninplomatm. symmetric moves of 1W if 1W does not occupy the root. Therefore, NB never loses. However, we can show that 1W also never loses if she follows the keylevel strategy.
If B has a winning strategy, then the strategy must not be x2 xl x2 X X3 X X4 ways achieves less outcome. Therefore, we can assume that Output: Determine whether NB has a winning strategy on B occupies one of x+ and x for each i with 1 < i . n.
G by n occupations after just one occupation of u by 1W. (d1. dm1, U = (u1,u2), and P = (PI,...,P2n2+6nJ. Then
Proof: We use the same reduction in the proof of the set of vertices of G is defined by V := X U D U U U P.
theorem 5. Let S be the set that contains u and n-I vertices in In this reduction, each pendant in P is attached to some D. Then we immediately have NP-completeness of Problem vertex in X U U to make it "heavy."
2. *
The set of edges E consists of the following edges: (1)
Corollary 7: The (n-round) discrete Voronoi game on a make X a clique with edges {x;, xjl for each 1 < i < j < n, general graph is NP-hard. In this section, we show that the discrete Voronoi game attach 2n pendants to each xi with I < i < n, and (6) (T, n) , where T is a large complete k-ary tree with odd k. It seems that 'W has an advantage even if the complete k-ary tree is not large, which is future work.
In our strategy, it is essential that each subtree of the same depth has the same size. Therefore, considering general trees is the next problem. The basic case is easy: When n = 1, the discrete Voronoi game on a tree is essentially equivalent to finding a median vertex of a tree. The deletion of a median vertex partitions the tree so that no component contains more than n/2 of the original n vertices. It is well known that a tree has either one or two median vertices, which can be found in linear time (see, e.g., [41) . In the former case, 1W
wins by occupying the median vertex. In the later case, two players tie. This algorithm corresponds to our Algorithm 1.
